Some Candid Reflections
ANN LORRAINE ABBATE
Orange, Connecticut
Liberal Arts Transfer... 
Alhertus Magnus... President of 
Choir and Chorus... SEAM... 
Social Committee... Hunt Club ... 
Cast (7 mosnths)... "I just don't believe that!"... 
Orange Slippers... Terry cloth bead bands... Mile-wide 
SMILE... Wit!??... Nervous 
about razors... "How about 
YALE??"... Toothpaste... The good 
listener... The Arm!...

CAROL ANN ALBER
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
"Lorae... My Girl... The old 
Abbey... A friend in need is a friend 
indeed... "But I don't know any 
lizards"... "Come to my home for 
an open house"... August 12th... 

VIRGINIA RITCHIE ALEXANDER
Washington, D.C.
"Gimny"... Quiet... Mysterious... 
Subtle... Secretarial Science... 
penetrating glance... work as secre­ 
tary and travel... "Hi... Hi... "going 
to breakfast?"... Social Committee 
... Skin Diving... Tape and Talk... 
"No, I didn't pass my driver's test!" Smile... Slim... friendly ... 

YOLANDA NOEMI AMADO RAMIREZ
Panama City, Panama 
"Inky"... mediana... ...black 
straight hair... "Chinese features... 
Republic of Panama... not too fat... 
Liberal Arts... and not too skinny... 
Art and languages in France... "Me 
caso en nada!"... Swimming... 
Bowling... Dancing... "Collapse!!!"... 

PATRICIA ANN BASCETTA
Akron, Ohio
"Patty"... Liberal Arts transfer 
... "Domestic"... "Dunc"... Student 
Council... Vice President of SEAM 
... "Sure, I can keep a secre­ 
tary-hee-hee"... Sophomore Class 
officer... "Tomorrow I'm going on a 
strict diet"... Student Personnel... 
on to F A U. 

FANIA GABRIELA ARIAS BOYD
Panama 
"Panchita"... short... and chubby 
... always in a hurry... Republic of 
Panama... "I have to call Boly!!"... 
... "Liberal Arts... Language study 
in Europe... "Ya Ja"... Bowling and 
Water skiing... "The operator didn't 
charge me"... "Let's go to sleep"... 

MARIA SILVIA AMADOR
Caracas, Venezuela 
"Maya."... Psychology major... 
... Sacred Arts... Hunt Club... 
House Committee... Leadership 
Committee... Phi Theta Kappa... 
Liturgy Planning Committee... 
"Oh! NO!!!"... Half-Pint... With a lot of 
generosity... Shifts... Our LITTLE 
House Mother...

KATHLEEN TERESA BELL
York, Pennsylvania
"Kathy Ding-Dong"... Friendly... 
it makes me so mad... "SEAM, 
... "That's the way it goes"... C.G.D... 
"Gee Whiz"... "Elementary 
education, "Near," Choir... 
"Smile, things couldn't possibly be any 
worse"... "Studying French... Athletic Association... "Pretzels... 
S.O.S. ...Tennis... Music... 

CLAUDIA IRENE BOWES
Miami, Florida
Claudia... Jack's girl... fun... 
Liberal Arts... Stewartess then 
Marriage... "Bridge sharp... Choir ... "You're right!"... "Athletics 
Clubs... sun glasses... "Planning 
Committee... "What's the latest on 
chicken man?" Miami week-ends... 

MARISELLA BLANDON
Nicaragua
Pure love... outer limits... little 
sister... "I just have to"... short 
hair... "Vogue-dresser... "generosity 
... petite... 

VIRGINIA RITCHIE ALEXANDER
Washington, D.C.
JOANNE CAROL BUCKLAD
Trenton, New Jersey

"Jo"... Airline hostess... "What's the latest from Maine?" choir...
"Well, if you really want to know, lead foot on the gas pedal...
"What did Bill say about Marshall lately?"... Let's remember that diet...

LORRAINE ANN BRITT
Long Island, New York

"Lorri"... Tennis... Shorty...
"no need"... President of S.O.S. ... lively... squirt... "Tell me about it"... helpful... sweet... "Hey Hollingsworth"...

MARY ELEANOR CALISTA
Niagara Falls, New York

"Boofer"... Drama Club...
"Do you mind?"... Aliy... Athletic Assoc... Saint Leo's... New York... cute...

MARY MARTHA CODEY
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

Business major... plans to work as a secretary, sentimental... Chicago... QUVERING CHIN... Vermont... "Really!"... Pug nose... Curl free... "Steve called!!!"

MARY MARTHA CODEY
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

Business major... plans to work as a secretary, sentimental... Chicago... QUVERING CHIN... Vermont... "Really!"... Pug nose... Curl free... "Steve called!!!"

CAROL ANN BROWN
Spring Lake, New Jersey

"Mrs. Brown"... Business Major... plans to work in Washington... Tennis team... Christian Attitudes Midger... Willomina... "Brat"... BLEWIESE... "Her curler"... "Tweety"... "Fump"... "Georgetown"... Lollypopp Tool... "Sure would like another..."

BARBARA ANN BURNS
West Orange, New Jersey

"Barb"... Choir... green or blue shift... "I don't have my glasses"... S.O.S... "I want a stick, but I know I'll get an automatic Falcon... ran bus driver... C.C.D... iced tea... SEAM

BARBARA COSGROVE
Watertown, New York

"Grove"... Liberal Arts transfer... Plans to continue education... Student Hostess Committee... Athletic club... Long hair... TR4... "I don't think I will go to France!!!"... Michael?... "My little GO!"... "Here I come Phillie"...
KATHLEEN MAURICE COUGHLIN
Jersey City, New Jersey
"FLOVERS" • THE Helper •
Santa Fe College "Kid, no need", "History tonight"
"How do you spell?"
"There's just a few announcements girls."

ELIZABETH LETITIA CREAN
Aubudon, New Jersey
"Liz • Dry-Lzy • Ell"
• Athletic Assoc. • Notre Dame enthusiast
• "Now stop that"
• Homecoming and hot dogs "Lil-Al-Kee"
• battery operated teeth "Water Ballet"
• "If you don't stop I'm going to cry"
• "General Business" • phonogenic mind
• "I can't find my heating pad"
• "Standing on my head is good for me"

GRACE LEE DANIEL
Arlington, Virginia
Liberal Arts Major • President
of Sophomore Class • Tennis • Travel•
Journeys to Bimini • Phi Theta
Kappa • "By all means"
• "SI! SI!"
• "IT'S incredible!"
• "Who will be my next victim?"
• "He is so cute"
• "Oh je vais p/eurer"
• speeding Lady Godiva and her
Cavaliers.
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JANE ELIZABETH CRAMPTON
Nahasr, Saudi Arabia
"The book • "Leave me alone"
• Athletic Assoc. • Frosty
• "Yeah, I'm from Arabia"
• Bowling • "Tell me my eyelash isn't
coming off"
• Liberal Arts • loves to do the shifting for boys
• "Yeah, yeah Melvin"

ALESIA ANN CRUCHLEY
Middletown, Delaware
"A loaf of bread, a jug of wine, and
thou", • Liberal Arts • "soft-white
blonde hair", • Social Committee
• New York Times papered walls
• "Uhhuh"
• "Drama Club"
• Artistic • world traveler • Female
• "Groovy • Intellectual • Mod"
• "Tim Leary • Awake • SEAM
• sensitive • Newspaper
• "The silence enveloping me sounds
very much like love"

DIANE JOAN DIETTE
Orange, Conn.
"Alice in Wonderland"
• Boo-Hoo-Hoo • "Liberal Arts, Elementary Education"
• "Ohhh!! College"
• Long, flowing hair • Social Committee
• "Guess I'll go to the mixer"
• Choir • "I can't sing"
• Christian Attitudes Committee • Bridge Club
• "Nobody wants to play"
• Athletic Association • "There's a
hole in my racket"
• Ambitious
• a warm smile

MARY ANN DINGER
Satian Island, New York
"Mary Ann" • "Warm friendly and
comforting as a fire on a frosty
night", • Liberal Arts Major • "Young
ladies shouldn't talk like that"
• House Mother • "He's darling"
• F.A.U • "sick M.G"
• "now you really didn't mean that"
• Athletic Club • "for shame"
• Ground Hostess • "when I was 15"
• Riding • "It's just like you read
about"
• "J.P."
• "Tennis"
• "Didn't you take history in high
school"
• "dark, glowing, tan with open sincere brown eyes"

JOAN DONNELLY
Plaistrelo, Connecticut
"Joanie" • "Tennis • M.H.
aviator • "I doubt it"
• "Secretarial student • Shares Mary Ellen's tea-
cup • Modern Dance • Athletic
Club • motor mouth"
JOYCE ANNE FITZGIBBONS
Wakefield, Mass.
Business Major • Golf • Student Personnel • Lodged for Easter • Swimming • Boston College • A visit to Ohio • Plans to work for the Hotel Corporation of America • House Committee

MARGO JOAN DONNELLY
Monmouth Beach, New Jersey
"Mary" • Bouncy • "Where did I leave the car?" • A million facial expressions • "I've got to get some more 'Curl Free', but I'm broke!" • Tennis • Bubbly • Swimming • Airline Stewardess

JOYCE EILEEN GRANT
Winter Park, Florida
"Squirt" • Drama Club • Shorty • Wow • Bouncy • Nurae Nancy • Leadership Committee • Light sleeper • Alfred Hitchcock • Late Late Hours • "Bless his little heart" • Red Hair

MARGO JOAN DONNELLY
Monmouth Beach, New Jersey
"Marg" • Bouncy • "Where did I leave the car?" • A million facial expressions • "I've got to get some more 'Curl Free', but I'm broke!" • Tennis • Bubbly • Swimming • Airline Stewardess

KATHLEEN PATRICIA FOLEY
Miami, Florida
"Kathy" • Tennis team • Freckles • "Anyone for Bridge?" • White flats • Drama Club • Nassau • "Yeah, close!" • Tran's easily • Athletic Assoc • "Wanna play?" • Chicago • "ya'll"

MARY THERESA GIESEN
Manhasset, New York
"Terry" • Monty • Lotta • Treasurer of Athletic Assoc • Shapely legs • "I'll declare today a holiday" • Basketball • Cleaning lady • Bet, Sue • Academic Climate Committee • Typing white • Wedding ring box • Water Ballet • Sun Goddess • I'll iron myself • English Leather • Take-a-bag • A part time boarder in Jane's room • I lost Bernie's ring again • Bad bunhaaas

MARY LOUISE GORMAN
Oak Park, Illinois
Liberal Arts major • S.C.S. • Liturgical Planning Committee Golf • Swimming • Choir • Elementary teacher • "I am so mad" • Chewing gum • White legs • "Do you believe it?" • Memories of Milwaukee

SUZETTE JEANNETTE DOYON
Boca Raton, Florida
Suzi • President of Modern Dance Club • Charlie • Bio-Chemistry Major • Fluent in French and Spanish • Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society • Sacred Arts President • Interested in Medical Technology • Outstanding student and person, could we say more
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LINDA GEANT
Bangkok, Thailand
Campus store • Switchboard operator • Runs Trinity Beauty parlor • London • Liberal Arts major • "Stop saying kid!"
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LINDA ANNE GRAZIADEI
Utica, New York
"Lin" • Best! Lin • Tatel • Liberal Arts • Pulse! • Field of Retailing • Chorus • Photography club • Jovial • Lover of the fun in life • You're not a good person
ROBYN GRONNEMANN
Bayville, New York

"Oh I'm in love"... "see you in 10"... unpredictable... Vive la Mexico... cross countries drives in the VW... the Ginza... Nipper... tuna-fish salad sandwiches... singer... chemistry classes... 

JOYCE ELLEN HEFFERNAN
New York, New York

Joyce... Phi Theta Kappa... freekles... "Are you kidding?"... Hefffer... fluffernutter... Liberal Arts Transfer... Choir... Two desserts... "Cool it"... Public Relations Club... pregnant cat... College... Chorus... DEDICATED LAB ASSISTANT... "first in line... "white tassel"... "Am I tan yet?"... "I refuse to go to the next mixer, and I mean it this time!"... "madrass dress... "People are like that yes they are"... "President of Miss Le Grande fan Club... $6.00 for duplicating!!!...

MARGARET HOULIHAN
Bangor, Maine

M.H... Liberal Arts Major... "Cute as a button"... continue at the University of Maine... Athletic Association... "Eat your heart out"... "Yea, count on it"... "Seriously, what do you think of the younger generation?"... "My younger sister... "What can I do for ya?"... "Queen"... "tool"
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KATHLEEN JANAS
Brooklyn, New York

Kathy... Liberal Arts Terminal... plans to work Student Hostess Committee... Athletic Club... Christian Attitude Club... quiet... Demure... Sun glasses... The Dandy of Bisacce... "I have to comb my hair!"... "Gloria is playing..." "Hi Mr. Hussey!"
MAUREEN PATRICIA KIRBY
Longmeadow, Mass.
"Mossie"... "Love those Italians"... "h and sweet... "Academic Climate Committee... "Student Personnel... SEAM... "University of Dublin, Ireland -- Teaching mentally retarded... "Social Service Club... "A member of the Miss Le Grande fan club.

BARBARA JOSEPHINE KANE
Lake Forest, Illinois
Barb... "Riding... "Swimming... "Drama... "Athletic Association... "Mellow yellow mustang... "Mrs. Merritt, I'm gunna shoot that horse".

KATHLEEN ANN KELLY
East Providence, Rhode Island
"Pears of Wisdom... Go Navy... "Twenty years from now you won't know the difference"... "Let's Rally!"... "Shopping"... "Dress Sale!... under the influence... night crawlers..."
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Longmeadow, Mass.
"Mossie"... "Social committee... "Chorus... "Love those Italians"... "tiny and sweet... "Academic Climate Committee... "Student Personnel... SEAM... "University of Dublin, Ireland -- Teaching mentally retarded... "Social Service Club... "A member of the Miss Le Grande fan club.
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J'LENE BARBARA MAYO
Jalisco, Mexico
Philosophy...Creative Marymount photographer...on to the Rochester Institute of Technology...cast laden bicycle rider...Tennis...Riding..."Son of a gun!"

JULIE ALICE STANLEY MAHER
Dayton, Ohio
"Talie"...The girl with 50 pairs of shoes to match her 50 outfits...diamond ring-engagement...closet packed...Bo is on the phone again...Wedding sometime or other...Crazie!! What a Loon! The wedding may be the 12th of never...When's "happy hour?"

"Suey"...Basketball...mail everyday..."Hey, Ter"..."I'm 1 star in Law...Student Leader...time-and-a-half in the library...Under the cuff...Scoop Queen...Intent listener with eyes closed..."You bug me,"...Athletic Assoc..."I'll make the stage yet!"..."The TV stays here and I'm studying."..."Now -- when have I been obnoxious?"

SUZANNE MARIE MAJEWSKI
Oak Park, Illinois
"Jeannie"...S.O.S. always happy..."Sock it to ya, baby"...friendly...Drama Club...Cares for others..."The telephone is ringing in your room, Jean!"...Student Leader..."Give me a break"..."For my next number"...

CAROLYN ANN McGRATH
East Williston, New York
Business Major...Fast Walker..."Waiting for "that" letter...Alumni Hall..."I had to laugh!"..."I almost died"...Notre Dame...

MAUREEN McCOY
Milford, Connecticut
"Moe"...Secretarial major...Plans to work for the government overseas...Paper...Christian Attitudes...Mini everything...Food..."Rock of Ages"...Drags her feet..."Is the mail in yet?"..."I'm hungry!"

ALICE SUSAN MURPHY
San Francisco, California
Sue..."Wait a minute"..."have to write in my diary...hey what do we have for homework?..."I love my parakeet-darn that bird!" He's ok..."Give the grass a chance"...room door left open...alarm clock going off...
Dedication to Sister de la Croix

We, the members of the sophomore class of 1967, would like to dedicate Marymount's annual graduation paper to a very outstanding woman, a woman whose extraordinary SPIRIT has reflected itself in each one of us. A SPIRIT of beauty, and of truth, and of love, an idealistic SPIRIT ever reaching for that yonder star. But even as that hand is outstretched toward the idealistic goal, somehow her two feet remain on "terra firma."

As President of Marymount College, she has willingly answered the challenge to quality Catholic education, fostering learning through an atmosphere of freedom. This SPIRIT will continue to flicker within us, influencing us, long after graduation. Thus, with great admiration, deep respect, and joyous SPIRIT, we the sophomore class would like to dedicate this graduation paper to a very SPIRITED woman, our mother, Mother de la Croix.

Awards Dinner
May 9, 1967

The student body and faculty gathered Tuesday, May 9, 1967 in the Marymount dining room for the annual awards banquet. At the completion of a delectable meal the presentation of honors and awards took place.

Mr. Jack Hussey gave a memorable introduction filled with his enthusiasm for life. Following Mr. Hussey's introduction the new members were inducted into the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society. Among these were sophomores Alane d'Aulan, Maria Levia, Virginia Weinsteim, Patricia Cosier, Christine Staffer and Diane Dieter. Freshmen members are Laura Briganti, Carolyn Walker, Dede Curran, Adele Hagedorn, Beth Ivey, Victoria King, Patricia LeStrange and Maureen Noonan.

Sophomores placed on the dean's list are Maria Amador, Patricia Cosier, Grace Lee Daniel, Alane d'Aulan, Suzette Doyon, Joyce Heffernan, Maria Levia, J'Iene Mayo, Kathryn Mulroy, Angela Peynado, Christine Stauffer, Susan Swartzbaugh, and Virginia Weinsteim. Freshmen placed on the dean's list are Laura Bruganti, Carolyn Casey, Dede Curran, Kathleen Dumont, Adele Hagedorn, Elizabeth Ivey, Victoria King, Patricia Le Strang, Maureen Noonan and Carolyn Walker. Academic awards for excellence were presented to Kathryn Mulroy in English, Kathleen Sansone in business; Angela Peynado, philosophy, and Maria Fernandez, art history.

The following activities awards were given to Kathleen Coughlin and Mary Else Murray for service to the college, Lorraine Brittt, Kathleen Sansone, Virginia Shinn, Michele Stevens and Suzette Doyon for club leadership, Agnela Signazio, Mary Ann Dinger, Michele Stevens, and Susan Swartzbaugh for being the most influential house committee members, Carol Hollingsworth for the Christmas Migrant Party, Kathryn Mulroy for Career Day, Jean O'Connor for the fashion show, Ann Abbate and Carolyn Casey for heading the Hostess Committee, Dede Curran, Jean O'Connor and Rosa Rivas for Parents Weekend Chairmen and Ann Abbate, Deborah Cooke, Kathleen Coughlin, Alusia Crunchley, Ann Darrah, Kathy Di-Tolla, Suzy Doran, Barbara Farley, Adele Hagedorn, Nancy Inserro, Laura Kearney, J'Iene Mayo, Jean O'Connor, Rosanna Ofem, Rosa Rivas, Sherry Sabatino, Virginia Shinn, Michele Stevens were awarded for gladly rendering their services to the college throughout the year.

Freshman-Sophomore Class Dinner

Pal's Captains Table was the setting for the class of 1968 tribute dinner for the graduating sophomore class of 1967, Marymount's campus cleared at 7:30 Monday, May 1, 1967 as sophomores and freshmen piled into cars and proceeded to the first event in honor of the graduates. At the close of a savoury meal the entertainment was presented by Adele Hagedorn reading the Sophomore's Prophecy and Jean Mazzocchi reading the Sophomore's Last Will and Testament. Gleeful cries of surprise and recognition then applause filled the room as sophomores and freshmen recalled events and friends of the past year. Each sophomore received an engraved charm from the freshmen class. The Freshmen-Sophomore Dinner proved an enjoyable night for both classes as a result of the thoughtful planning of the Freshmen Class officers Adele Hagedorn, Dede Curran and Debbie Horan.
Picture Highlights of
The Year at Marymount
DEBORAH JANE WHITE  
Houston, Texas  
"Debbie"...Locker Room..."It reeks"...SEAM...coke and pop corn after a date...Texas..."I just don't know though"..."He was just darling"...shopping sprees...eye make up..."What's going on"...

DEONNA LENORE WOLFE  
Jersey City, New Jersey  
"Donna"...Irish wit...model type...Tennis...long brown hair...House Committee..."Give me a break"...understanding...Modern Dance..."That's really sad"...green eyes..."Oh, it's fun and games"...6 A.M. breakfast at Johnson..."Oh no"..."I want to go home"...

DEBRAH JANE WHITE  
Houston, Texas  
"Debbie"...Locker Room..."It reeks"...SEAM...coke and pop corn after a date...Texas..."I just don't know though"..."He was just darling"...shopping sprees...eye make up..."What's going on"...

JOANNE WILBERT  
Dallas, Texas  
Jodie...Chicken legs...Sebring week-ends..."Iroogie"...always Herbie...eternal diet...baby doll look...King Ranch...big eyes...lithe and lovely...burnt orange convertible...

DELIA ZARAK  
Republic of Panama, Panama  
President of the Athletic Association...Panamanian...Fireball...Tennis...Bowling..."You know"..."Pli-i-o"..."Ataque"...Desires to see the world..."Ooooh!"..."Les Marins"..."Lets take off!"...
JANE FRANCES BEATTIE  
Greenwich, Connecticut  
"Janie", Drama Club, studious, "place in the sun", "You're a screamer", "Nassau or Bust", Social Committee, "friendly", "Are you kidding", Newspaper, The Camp, Jamaica, Holy Cross Men, Greenwich Men, the European flavor, "the writer..."

NANCY BERNADETTE CAMERON  
Middletown, New Jersey  

DOLORES MCCORMICK  
Miami, Florida  
"Laurie", Drama Club, long hair, "Think about it", long nails, Paper, Treasurer's office, Switchboard.

CAROL JANET PERES  
Fort Myers, Florida  
Elementary Education major, on to Saint's Marys Dominican College, Social Committee, SOS, Swimming.

ALLIAN HARRIS  
Delray Beach, Florida  
"Oper", Tennis, shy blue eyes, "Schmoop", House Committee, cigarette holder, Water Baller, Hostess, Ralph, Lovely Long Hair, Bright Blue Eyes...

LYNN LARGE  
Culahoe Falls, Ohio  
"Lynnie", SEAM, short hair, "I gotta wash my hair", Drama Club, French fries, "I didn't study my Zoo", Dippy-Doo.

MARITA JEAN SULLIVAN  
Miami, Florida  
Nervous foot, "I'm gonna scream", Nassau, "My heart can't stand the strain", Camaro, "Who's the phone for!", Lives and dies by the phone.

DOLORES McCORMICK  
Miami, Florida  
"Laurie", Drama Club, long hair, "Think about it", long nails, Paper, Treasurer's office, Switchboard.
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"Oper", Tennis, shy blue eyes, "Schmoop", House Committee, cigarette holder, Water Baller, Hostess, Ralph, Lovely Long Hair, Bright Blue Eyes...

LYNN LARGE  
Culahoe Falls, Ohio  
"Lynnie", SEAM, short hair, "I gotta wash my hair", Drama Club, French fries, "I didn't study my Zoo", Dippy-Doo.

DOLORES McCORMICK  
Miami, Florida  
"Laurie", Drama Club, long hair, "Think about it", long nails, Paper, Treasurer's office, Switchboard.

CAROL JANET PERES  
Fort Myers, Florida  
Elementary Education major, on to Saint's Marys Dominican College, Social Committee, SOS, Swimming.

MARITA JEAN SULLIVAN  
Miami, Florida  
Nervous foot, "I'm gonna scream", Nassau, "My heart can't stand the strain", Camaro, "Who's the phone for!", Lives and dies by the phone.

JANE E. WURZLER  
Huntington Station, N.Y.  
"Jante", "Wants to be a gym teacher", vivacious, "Oh dear", Bridge Club, "goodness", frequent dates, "sincere", a member of the Marymount football team, chemistry student, "skindiving", "Funny thing", "I want to be Carolyn's partner", "I don't believe it."
Last Will and Testament

I, Terry Minkowski, do make, publish, and declare this to be my Last Will and Testament in manner following:

1. Liz Crean, will to Terry Minkowski an arts and craft set for her and Ronnie and a front row seat in front of the TV for the soap operas.

2. Tali’e Mahler, will to Kathy Whalen my parents so they can come down for Parent’s Weekend next year and a little sister as nice as mine.

3. Barbara Kan, wil to Ruth Link’s a “mellow yellow Mustang” and all the repairs that go with it, and my cast and go mobile in case she ever wants to take a pleasant ride on Elsworth from her big sister.

4. Claudia Bowea, do hereby bequeath to Cheryl Merrit my first place in the cafeteria line with the hopes that the food selection will be much better in the coming year than it was in the past.

5. Joyce Hefterman, like to Sue Alber my great knowledge of Anatomy and my pregnant cat.

6. Ret Louise will Pat Campbell a 5-year subscription to Dear Abby, a box of milk in Miami, and better luck next year. I also will牵挂 Pat a tag-along button, a campus that will stick, and the card table in Delta Lounge, and a 1-year supply of Oh Hell!” score sheets. To Dr. McDill, I will my unguyed admiration and a new necktie. To Kathy Keyes I will a 90% share of stock in the Tip Top Company, a one way ticket to England, and much love from all the sophomores.

7. Maureen McCoy, will to Nancy Inessa an all expense paid weekend for two in Key West diving with another year of Florida sunshine. To Anna Beran a $100 gift certificate for Gaul’s Book Store, the French department.

8. Suzanne Doyon, do hereby will and bequeath to Carmen Carrasquillo, my striped moo-moo, a box of diet chocolate, and a permanent home in Boca Raton. I will and bequeath to Donnie (Miss Boynton) a good luck for a royal sweep at the Miss Florida Beauty Pageant at Sarasota.

9. Kathy McAlpine, will to Barbara Matthews a sharpened pencil for her worksheets in accounting and the power to hold it for such occasions as the Homestead Senior Prom and Fraternity parties at Staysance.

10. Anne Peyson, will to Leslie Kilhauer a bottle of a Harvard graduate and a sweet life in a banana plantation. I also leave to Nicki Read the bubbling spirit of the Caribbean and a complete letter, leave to Joe Guzzardi a guide with all the answers to the accounting problems and the excitement of long distance telephone calls.

11. Margee Hulihan, will to Betsy Caldy my position as a Sophomore. I may have better luck getting her picture in the Palm Beach Post Times. I also leave her a book, “How to Build Up Your Fortitude, along with the great ‘Sing Out Miami,’” the role of Mother confessor, and “Operator, YES, I’m the house Mother here on this wing.”

12. Lynn Large, will to Marcia Daley an empty jar of formaldehyde and my much used dissecting kit.

13. Mary Neff, will to Gretchen Bapist my book and all the problems of the third floor. I also leave her the right to leave campus early for all vacations providing that she goes home!

14. Mary Lou Shaheen, will to Kay Knapp “my devotion to Marymount,” the role of Mother confessor, and “Operator, YES, I’m the house Mother here on this wing.”

15. Barbara Burns, will to Bozo a bottle of Ultra Blue to help with her fast color changes. I also leave to Terry Minkowski a year’s supply of Sunday papers.

16. Margie Roehrig, will to Rita Paganini an open plane ticket to New York for when she gets homesick, (Be brave!)

17. Anne Abbate, will to Missy Dennis courage, patience, fortitude, along with the great ‘Sing Out Group” and those “private Do Re Me’s,” also I will to Nancy Jones, my type writer and go along with it, librarians and endless conversation. To Jane (Pilgrim) Malone I will the Mayflower, Yale’s rival school Harvard many sleepless nights, and ‘diet.”

18. Karen Rosamond, do hereby bequeath to Kathy Hurd my deck of cards to be used at any free time between government classes.

19. Mary Ann Sheehy will to Betty Logan all my extensive knowledge of Zoology, all my Zoology notes and many trips to Lauderdale for Easter,
ELIZABETH NEIZER
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Lizzie ••• sweet ••• "oh, I just couldn't" ••• "Goddangit" ••• New Orleans ••• "I hate to bother you, but" ••• expert swimmer ••• Andy of Mayberry ••• Saint of all pranks •••

MARY ELSA MURRAY
Caracas, Venezuela
"Samura ••• 'Snoopy' ••• Modern Dance ••• "Save odds and ends ••• "No need ••• pictures ••• Choir ••• "Remember me tomorrow ••• altar girl ••• Liturgical Club ••• faculty mailwoman ••• "Buy me an 'S'" ••• operates third floor Trinity Delicatessen ••• "How do you call it?" ••• runs her own change bank •••

MARY NEFF
Lakewood, Ohio
"Mare" ••• Drama Club ••• "Brown skirt and sweater ••• "What?" ••• Natural blonde ••• "Life-Saving ••• "Barnaby says hello-o ••• "Where's your bathing cap" ••• "Your navel is showing" •••

ELIZABETH NEIZER
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Gina ••• President of SEAM, Athletic Association ••• SOS ••• Hostess Committee ••• Tennis ••• Social Committee ••• Perfectionist

PATRICIA O'BRIEN
Saginaw, Michigan
"P.O.B." ••• Liberal Arts Transfer ••• "Little Lotta ••• Beef Steak Charlie's ••• and R.H. ••• "Oh, God, are you serious" ••• "I have so much to do" ••• Academic Climate Committee ••• "Nighters"

JEAN MARIE O'CONNOR
Hillsdale, New Jersey
"Oke ••• the "Tool" ••• Student Council ••• "long blonde hair ••• "If I don't see you again — swell ••• "Chairman of Student Activities ••• 'Mia E. ••• Vona ••• "Bad bongoes ••• Drama Club ••• "Slapstick comedy ••• "Catch ya later ••• "Student Leader ••• Zombie in the morning ••• the "Pearl" ••• shrir ribbon ••• Bunda •••

JO-ANN PHYLLIS PEDITTO
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
"The clothes ••• beach lover ••• lifeguard lover ••• You're smacked! ••• Medical Secretary ••• Airline Stewardess ••• "Travelll! You don't know ••• Social Club ••• Skin diving ••• Tape and Talk ••• Austin Healy lover ••• Just plain lover •••

VIRGINIA RUTH PETERSON
Livingston, New York
"Frannie ••• Modern Dance ••• censored word ••• "Augh ••• happy-go-lucky ••• swimming ••• modified tongue ••• studious ••• letter from Italy ••• interpreter ••• "Those fools"

ANGELA MARIA PEYNAHO
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
"Angelorum ••• "Phi Theta Kappa ••• Imaginative ••• delicate ••• Water Skiing Club ••• "I'm broke ••• Good taste ••• "Are you kidding me? ••• "Leaving things in 2-29 ••• "Que Kay?"

FRANCES ANGELA PIPERNO
Camden, New Jersey
"On to the Business World

EILEEN ANN ROETTELE
Boca Raton, Florida
Business Major ••• On to the Business World
I, Chris Stauffer, leave to Barbara Everstrong The Heidelberg, a "hemi", the Townhouse Motor Inn, and Mr. Prince with our sympathy. Also to Kathy Dumont I will the University of Florida, first place at Sebring.

I, Michele Stevens, will to Caroline Galasso a good deck of bridge cards, and another blind date with a 23 year old nephew, and beat of luck with Joel and all the rest.

Rory, Kathy Lasas, will to Maryann Price of saying "Hi! Mr." Also a big apple pie, popcorn, peanuts, potato chips -- Anyone for the candy machine???

I, Marianne Till, will to Rose Rives an easy seat at the Bama and my empty seat cushion. I, Carole Jordan, will to Bernadette Altemus all the trials and tribulations of sophomore year with the wishes we were still happy freshmen.

I, Favia Arias, leave to Maria de la Luz Fernandez (Malu), my hopeful dreams for the new library, a new roommate, and hopes for her return to Marymount next year.

I, Alesia Crochley, "Triping Off" from Marymount experiencing a conscientious expansion beyond the realm of Boca Raton, I will to one of my friendly "hippie eater" a few of my psychadelic possessions. Before I turn on", "tune in", and "drop out" of this reality of a trality (although this might be a bit too obtuse), these are the gifts I wish to bestow on the following: To Ann Darrah my League for Spiritual Discovery membership and all my "Saint Leo" telephone numbers; to Nancy Inserra my front row center seat in private turtle hunting expeditions in the everglades with be professor of that same class; psychadelic dag-glow posters (from the Inner Pig's Eye Gallery on Mac Dough street), and my Tina Leary Fan Pass to Kathy DiFolla's plus a round the world cruise for two on Grace Lines with John as social director; a Freudian slip and iarrow's "Being and Nothingness" to Kathy Harmon and a special full time maid under the direction of Mother de Croix (the maid being the former!); and to Suzy Doran my Ravi Shankar Indian Raga Album and my Indian Insence ofexperimentation, and a special bonus home: my black (plain) Perma Straight, and her own personal sink to go along with it.

I, Mary Ann Luddy, leave to Marta Mendez the Locker room and Corky's.

I, Sue Murphy, leave to Lenny O'Brien a free pass to the Locker Room, the welcome mat to Cooke's apartment, and the friendliest boy at F.A.U., "Stormy.,

I, Ret Louis, will Tracy Flary a ten year's supply of Perma Straight, and her own personal sink to go along with it.

I, Patti O'Brien, will to Debbie Cooke her private telephone to receive calls from Andy at any time, especially 4 A.M.

I, Gina Weinstein, bequeath to Debbie Horrza a great summer in California, a night devoted entirely to writing in creative election speeches, the office of secretariat in Home Economics Club and all the goodies baked in it, and finally a portable candy machine to keep her happy for a lifetime.

I, Bitzy Clarke, will to Sharon Walsh the one thing I know she has wanted ever since February, Her own dinner tray and outside her bedroom door. Also next year a new sophomore privilege of having a room across the hall from her, to put her winter clothes in and a freshman to confuse the whole issue.

I, Sherry Sabatino, would like to will to Jackie Jennings all my old boyfriends including Jury if she promises to stay out of jail. If she would also like to will her the best of luck on all my Marymount or wherever she may be.

I, Andy Lehal will to Carol Kolinski a room on third floor of Trinity.

I, Tina Whelan, will to Marta Mendez my bottle of nerve pills to calm her down and a key to the change machine so she can always make her phone calls to Dominican Republic.

I, Judy Judge, leave to "Pilgrim" (Jane) Malone a deck of Marymount cards to play bridge on the Mayflower, I also bequeath to her the organ at the mission church, S.O.S, etc., "Pilgrim's" a year's supply of icees.

I, Rita Sharp, leave to Jane Warner a large tube of Zinc Oxide for her leprosy hips. And for your sake "Fris" I hope curls come back. And to have as nice a freshman number as she had. I, Linda Geant, bequeath to Barbara Mayer my modern dance regalas, that it may inspire her to utmost heights in the Marymount tradition. To Anne Speichler, I bequeath room 3-J-4 that she may further her ambitions toward gracious living. I bequeath to Kathy DiTolla my whole assortment of lipsticks, lest she look pale in the Florida sun.

I, Robyn Gronemann, bequeath to Andy Bolton all the Montclaire cigarettes she can find, a watercolor kit to fulfill all her creative talent, and a lifetime course in Basic Composition.

I, Maria Amador, leave Georganna Bonebrake a tattered Finite Math book, and Holly Barton my love for French dialogues.

I, Terry Rogers, leave Stephanie Cerrato a year's supply of "Skeeter" repellent lotion and tell her to remember, "You Can't Come Home" when I'm not here.

I, Fran Piperno, will Judy Welas a new teddy bear to sleep with -- good luck???? and a little sister as sweet as the one I have.

I, Kathy Couglin, leave Linda Boyd many more happy days.

I, Sherry Blish - Jeanne Fogarte, leaves her a new "Teeny Booper" dance and her own dance pavillion at Expo 67.

Alice Delamar - A slave for a day, Sue Majewski leaves her a new group of friends to play with, and a weekend pass to the B, C, Military Ball, and any course she wishes with Mr. Belford as instructor.

Irene Trowbridge - Dalia Zarak leaves a Spanish-English dictionary to be more easily understood in the future.

Sue Brown - Kathy Folley leaves you the school bus for free trips to Biscayne next year. And unlimited passes to the pool for Ken, so he can wade in the water.

Emily Oliver - Two round trip tickets to Caracas for a wedding present from Elsa.

Neddy McManus Angela Dignazio leaves her seat on the plane to Philadelphia for next year.

Sue Stevenson - Darnilda leaves you an opportunity to talk in front of the school so we can hear what a lovely voice you have.

Sue Majewski - leaves Laura Valerius a box of Armond Clusters, to eat at the R-A-C-E while Hunting for Stuart. A roommate who might stay out of trouble next year, and now you may stop getting gray hairs, Laura.

THE THIRD FLOOR TRINITY leaves Bessey Calder the right to present next year's Last Will and someone to write for her.

Mary Ellen Seiford, leaves Bonnie Wheelon permanent status as life guard at the pool and everything that's Dusty.

Kathie Sansone - leaves Martjo Zingheim free speech lessons, and a weekend Ski Trip alone with John.

Sherry Sabatino - leaves Cheryl Lancaster the little pink backpack, the one I have, and a boy called Ted who won't be lonely next year, especially, on weekends Also the best of luck!

Terry Gieson leaves Katrina Griesser a full time job as a water polo referee. A speech course and a special pill bottle for everyone to see without raising their eyes. A night on the town with Ron Prince & Jeff Hursey.

Liz Crean - leaves Judy Yust a calander of events from Notre Dame - so you'll be there on the right weekend.

Sue Majewski personally leaves her ability to dance to Sue Schlorner and the record the "In Crowd".

Katy Mulroy leaves her nonentity to Julie Roney.

Ann Speichler - A tennis class that everyone enjoys and a private phone so your calls can come in at 5:00 instead of 7:00. 
THE ENtIRE SOPHOMORE CLASS
BEQUEATHS THE FOLLOWING:

Jackie Mahoney a "nice" call from "nice" Bob, with a "nice" bill..."NIC E!"
Sue Maxwell a free dinner at the Ranch House after she's been out in the bus. Providing she keeps it down.
Denise Casper - A perfumed pen and a pair of "Elevator shoes" and, of course, a beau of her own.
Chris McGrath - A reserved spot in front of the Elbo Room for next Easter. And your choice of any guy to walk the Strip with.
Mary Goett a telephone at her end of the hall, and an answering servide to keep her messages.
Cindy Moorhouse A wardrobe of pixie head bands in various colors.
Julie Johnston a ring guard so you can put Tony's ring on her hand.
Pat Prest gets left a real I.D. and instead of living with her private public address system to keep her messages.
Marilyn Frank - A hundred dollar bill with her father's picture on it, and special privileges in the new library, and a Sister Suzanne doll in a shift.
Jane Hughes - An "A" in Art History for punctuality when you do decide to go,
Sue Pens a sign out card among the Marymount girls, and a few accounting practice sets to do in your spare time.
Ann Reditt her own study hall.

Chris McGrath - A reserved spot in front of the Elbo Room

We Request
The Honor Of
Your Presence

Thursday, 4:00...exams are over..."I'm through with college!"..."forever!"...the last graduation practice..."is this what Sunday will be like?"...The Lotty and sorority now on to the beach for the class party...then Friday packing, parents coming..."Oh, I can't wait!"...off to a quiet, restful evening at the University Inn..."They're here! My family's here!"...hush-ed Saturday morning after with final finishings up...Social Hour...Sherry and Punch..."Daddy, this is "...Dinner Dance...Steaks and music...Modern Dance: 59th Street Bridge Song, Sounds of Silence, 1964, June is Bustin' out All Over...music and dancing..."Where's the party tonight?"...THE DAY...Baccalaureate Mass - cafeteria style...guitars and folk psalms...family participation...memor pool session...Brunch, with wandering musicians...Sunday, 4:00...Commencement exercises..."Am I really here?"...Prayer by Father Totty...Lee Daniel's welcome...Sister de la Croix's six minutes...Dr. Gerard Doyon: "The Flight from Education"..."He means us, I think"...conferring of degrees and medals by Monsignor Jeremiah P. O'Mahoney...recessional sent home..."is this my goodbye?"...pictures..."good luck - always"...and now, "goodbye."

Our Meaning Of Security

1. Security is Mr. Monreal,
2. Security is having a carton of cigarettes when you have no money,
3. Security is having a ride into town,
4. Security is change of a dollar,
5. Security is a letter in your mailbox,
6. Security is gas in your tank,
7. Security is finding a nun on campus,
8. Security is having a roommate in business who types your papers,
9. Security is getting a call later in the night,
10. Security is a dead mouse in your trap,
11. Security is a dead mouse in your trap,
12. Security is being a Liberal Arts student and having a roommate in business who types your papers,
13. Security is having a quarter for wash when your wearing your last pair,
14. Security is having the first new dorm a name - and we the sophomores name it EXPO 67,
15. Security is graduation,
Tradition demands that commencement speakers pass the torch of leadership to younger hands, certain that the new generation is eager to receive this gift and this challenge from us. But commencement speakers are becoming more and more aware that the new generation is growing less and less anxious to accept our torch without question. The "new" generation seems not at all happy with the world of the "command" generation. The young simply no longer accept our worship of material success, our callous indifference to social injustice, our brink-of-war politics, our snubborn resistance to change.

Granted, we had our "rebels without a cause" in our time. But they predictably cooled down and joined the rest of us if the rat-race to "success." But this generation will not "cool it." Today's graduates live, feel, and think in direct opposition to the ones of our time. I sometimes get the uncomfortable feeling they would like to do away with everyone over thirty, and rebuild this messed-up old world from scratch. And they can do it, too. By sheer numbers alone we cannot ignore them. More than half of the people now living are under twenty-six, and growing younger! In this country nearly forty percent of the college age group are in college. There

The Flight From Teaching

Commencement Address by Dr. Gerard Maurice Donyon, Marymount College, Boca Raton, Florida, May 21, 1967.

Yes, we came back, most of us, but we did not return to the campus to build a better world - we came back to continue an interrupted career. And we succeeded beyond our greatest expectations. We, the Depression Generation built this affluent society which you now enjoy - or should enjoy - perhaps. "Perhaps", I add, because although we did beat the depression and won the war, we in the end sat down before the television to watch "I Love Lucy." Is this what we went to college for? Is this the torch we pass on to our graduates today?

Surveys show that the college student of a generation ago admired and wanted to work in Big Business. We were proud, as well as envious, of our classmates, reaching the executive suite. But, last year more of our top graduates than ever before joined the Peace Corps than the "command" generation! They are discarding the "material success, our callous without a cause" in modern society.

Yes, we came back, most of us, but we did not return to the campus to build a better world - we came back to continue an interrupted career. And we succeeded beyond our greatest expectations. We, the Depression Generation built this affluent society which you now enjoy - or should enjoy - perhaps. "Perhaps", I add, because although we did beat the depression and won the war, we in the end sat down before the television to watch "I Love Lucy." Is this what we went to college for? Is this the torch we pass on to our graduates today?

Surveys show that the college student of a generation ago admired and wanted to work in Big Business. We were proud, as well as envious, of our classmates reaching the executive suite. But, last year more of our top graduates than ever before joined the Peace Corps than the "command" generation! They are discarding the "material success, our callous without a cause" in modern society.

"But believe me honey, we tried", pleads my threatened generation. "We are the children of the Great Depression. You don't know the meaning of the word 'depression' for you've never known one."

Get the picture: everyone of us qualified for the Poverty Program! Your grandfather considered himself affluent on a WPA job at $140 a week. We worked our way through college selling magazines, and since no one had any money, $3.50 was a good week. And before we finished our schooling we were blasted out of college by Pearl Harbor. We didn't burn our draft cards - we enlisted by the millions. We spent our youth in some South Sea jungle or on the beaches of Normandy. Three years in the 31st Infantry, Second Division, and I was one of the lucky ones, I came back.
large. While our population increased eight percent since 1960, our college population increased forty percent. Within the next ten years we will need a half billion new college instructors. And, as industry and government continue to reduce our best-trained professors at the rate of an estimated ten thousand a year, the squeeze is felt even at the largest universities, forevermore, the university's recent loss of its teachers is to research. In this aporia between teaching and research, our universities devote full-time to research. More than two-thirds of university professors teach no undergraduate courses at all, he who still teach, mostly those in the lower ranks and with the least experience, average eight hours a week in the humanities and only six hours in the sciences. A professor's prestige, and consequently promotion, is measured by how successfully he avoids teaching. Under the pressure of "publish or perish" the university is a place where one is hired to teach and rewarded for not teaching. And of the little teaching that still practiced, it is the profession which carves no niche in our minds. A universal student gripe is, "If I want to complain about an exam, I see the secretary, then the reader, then the graduate assistant, then the teaching assistant, and then, maybe, 'God'.

Why do students demonstrate? Perhaps it is because the present college student is a better one than his father and mother, no longer satisfied with a piece of paper received at commencement, but asking, indeed insisting loudly, that along the way he be taught something. The "now" generation is interested enough in education to demand good teaching.

It is not my purpose today to discuss the merits or demerits of "publish or perish." Without research we would lose the race of technology; without publication our libraries would become mausoleums of ancient and out-dated knowledge; without laboratories we would condemn man to disease and hunger. So, our professor on the way up becomes a project-director while his teaching goes on tape. This is not to say there is no longer any great teaching in our universities. It only points out that the system does not favor the professor dedicated to teaching. Our universities seem to exist to train people to do research in universities.

But this need not and should not happen in our small college. Recent loss of its teachers is to research. Where will we find the replacements? Happily, there are many teachers-scholars in our universities tired of "bigness.

The largest universities. It only points out that the system does not favor the professor dedicated to teaching. Our universities seem to exist to train people to do research in universities.

But this need not and should not happen in our small college. Catholic education is costing us too much to be a pale shadow of secular education. We must justify our existence in other ways -- in ways which we can do best -- in that which is being neglected on a scandalous scale -- good teaching.

But at this time of great need our superior people are leaving the classrooms of our small colleges. Their replacements? Happily, there are many teachers-scholars in our universities tired of "bigness." There are some who do not hold that the instruction of undergraduates is simply an interruption of their research or consulting. Some still believe in the church-related college and wish to be identified with it. They can bring to the small college a reputation for scholarship and great teaching.

The small college is a place where the few who still teach, mostly those in the lower ranks and with the least experience, average eight hours a week in the humanities and only six hours in the sciences. A professor's prestige, and consequently promotion, is measured by how successfully he avoids teaching. Under the pressure of "publish or perish" the university is a place where one is hired to teach and rewarded for not teaching. And of the little teaching that still practiced, it is the profession which carves no niche in our minds. A universal student gripe is, "If I want to complain about an exam, I see the secretary, then the reader, then the graduate assistant, then the teaching assistant, and then, maybe, 'God'."

Why do students demonstrate? Perhaps it is because the present college student is a better one than his father and mother, no longer satisfied with a piece of paper received at commencement, but asking, indeed insisting loudly, that along the way he be taught something. The "now" generation is interested enough in education to demand good teaching.

It is not my purpose today to discuss the merits or demerits of "publish or perish." Without research we would lose the race of technology; without publication our libraries would become mausoleums of ancient and out-dated knowledge; without laboratories we would condemn man to disease and hunger. So, our professor on the way up becomes a project-director while his teaching goes on tape. This is not to say there is no longer any great teaching in our universities. It only points out that the system does not favor the professor dedicated to teaching. Our universities seem to exist to train people to do research in universities.

But this need not and should not happen in our small college. Catholic education is costing us too much to be a pale shadow of secular education. We must justify our existence in other ways -- in ways which we can do best -- in that which is being neglected on a scandalous scale -- good teaching.

But at this time of great need our superior people are leaving the classrooms of our small colleges. Where will we find the replacements? Happily, there are many teachers-scholars in our universities tired of "bigness." There are some who do not hold that the instruction of undergraduates is simply an interruption of their research or consulting. Some still believe in the church-related college and wish to be identified with it. They can bring to the small college a reputation for scholarship and great teaching.
The Metaphorical Eye

(The following is a revised version of an address delivered at the Awards Dinner of Manhattan College, May 9, 1967.)

Two Prefaces — "All things resemble each other. Take, for example, a beach extending for as far as the eye can reach, bordered, on the one hand, by trees and, on the other by the sea. The sky is cloudless and the sun is red. In what sense do the objects in this scene resemble each other? There is enough green in the sea to relate it to the palm. There is enough in the sky reflected in the water to create a resemblance, in some sense between them. The sand is yellow between the green and the blue. In short, the light alone creates a unity..."

— Wallace Stevens

The Necessary Angel

This second preface is personal. It was written on a Sunday while driving out to school to put this speech together. I was on my way to look across the polo fields to the west, possibly a mile away, at the thick black smoke. I could not resist it, or the call away from it. As the car turned toward the west and the smoke, as it turned out, burned over, it was as if we were 
ning at least a square mile of pine and brush burning andapparently engulfedthe blaze for an hour or so, trampling up and back from this area and northward to the west. As we approached, I thought of the sense of my own eyes. But sometime during that hour I saw something which enormously startled -- and pleased me. As I stared into that small-time inferno as it leaped from one puny to the other, I became aware that the smoke was a-blaze and a-flame, and the "shattered water" was a-blaze and a-flame; and I was quick to say that as this in-night came to it was gone. Needless to say, neither the blaze nor the water will ever by the same again.

Our prefaces now are ended. As I stand here in this summer evening, with my glasses affixed properly and the lecture clear, I must still confess that I cannot see you. Oh, I know that you are there, that at least someone is there, but I cannot see you. I like to imagine you as me. We are all afflicted with a spiritual myopia, near-sightedness, and solitude. All of us. And not just here, tonight, I, and your parents, and my parents are not really seeing you when we sequester ourselves in the faculty lounge, trying to avoid as many students as possible. You are not seeing us, or what we want desperately to show you, when you indiscriminately, blink-eyed, unquestioning, unthinking, in class. We, the faculty, refuse to see each other when we allow ourselves our petty feuds with one another. Our own gossip, our backbiting. The administrative will not, cannot, will not, see any of us, as they blithely proceed along their way, ignoring the advice and criticism of everyone around them. Non of us are free of clouds of prejudice, indifference, arrogance, or the arrogance of those who recognize an essential unity to them all, and she will not see in that way all of them. The world will become less and less a crazy-quilt, a collage, a kaleidoscope of undeciphered, separate particles. She will see that trees, mountains and mountains and oceans all are not cut off, apart from one another, but belong to the world, to "nature." Unfortunately, we are not that easily, ever, learned to see as children. We forget how to make, how to recognize their attributes, separate par.

terial, that image to mean that one tree, then another, and then a third, and then a fourth, until we are able to recognize an essential unity to them all, and she will see that all of us are interconnected, joined. A poet will say, describing his mistress, "the garden of her face." And though we could take that image to mean that she has a carpe for a nose and radishes for cheeks, the poet (most likely) means something a little more. He means that the qualities of bloom, growth, freshness which a garden evokes are also to be seen in the garden itself, and each other, two radically different things are then in this metaphorical sense in some ways to the same. And the world has been pulled together more tightly, together.

There seems to be a universal mode of thought, this way of seeing. A handshake, for instance, on one level, is a metaphor; two people are momentarily joined, A kiss is a metaphor. Sexual union is the greatest metaphor of them all; in which, at its most profound, it is impossible to speak of two people becoming one, but instead one person finally becomes the other. We see it, on still a different level, when we look at the man in our own home; we see it in tall, green-glassed building on the East River in New York City; we see it in all of those buildings, those candle-sticks with the silver ship that soon is to go sailing silently across the heavens to usher us in, see our moon, as it settles softly on its surface like a kiss, as people raised in the Christian tradition, we have a special command to see God as man, here, still among us. "And we must constantly affirm the Resurrection (and downplay the Ascension and Assumption). Christ has arisen. He is still with us. But we, like those travelers who sailed and needed to Emmaus, cannot nor will we ever see Him, recognize Him. And most important, you all we only think he is "above us," above the "dividing stone of the elders and the elders and the stones" to see you in him. I do not see him in my strange, dreamy uncle, in my spinster, lame aunt in my sad and dark brother; in my lovely and brave mother, in my father, in any of them. I must learn to see him in my strange, dreamy uncle, in my spinster, lame aunt in my sad and dark brother; in my lovely and brave mother, in my father. We must learn to see Him in the nigger down the block, the Jew across the tracks, the Viet Cong across the world. You must see Him in your roommate; or you will never see him in your womb.

And most important, you will never see yourself in any of them. You will never see yourself or your God in them. When in the sun shine we will not see the wonder, or in the lakes we are to walk by, or the grass on the trees, will we ever see that we and God and each other are not cut off, unrelated, alone. We can never hope to see all this till we open the eyes of our own souls and the eyes of our spirit, and go out with hope and humble, quiet joy.
SHERRY JEAN SABATINO
Locust, New Jersey

Horseback Riding... "Boy is he really rich"... Hostess Committee
"Did I get any phone calls?"... the profit... "Hi, ya"

KAREN ANN ROSAMOND
Paramus, New Jersey

"Cool it"... "Bridge anyone?"... "How many more days left till vacation?"... "O.K., Honey"
Airline Stewardess... Choir... Planning Committee... A little nonsense now and then... WQAM
oldies... those Miami week-ends!!

TERESA ROGERS
White Plains, New York

"Terry"... Liberal Arts Transfer
Planes to continue education... House Committee... Mini-everything
Fall... "Terry, telephone"... McDonald's... "OH, cut my hair!"
"Hold your breath!"... Bridge...

SANDRA DOLORES SANCHEZ
 Irvington, New Jersey

"Sandy... Sandle"... S.O.S.
"Boy in Q.C."... "Turn on the light, I'm scared"... manicurist... Tennis... "Me skip Zoology?"
modesty plus... "I don't believe it"... watch her expressions and lip movements in Bridge... "Get me out of HERE"
"What nails?"... "Love Boogalu"... fun in the sun...

KATHLEEN M. SANSONE
Manhasset, New York

"Kathie"... President of Student Council... Nose drummer... "I lost my "Petranec of thought"... Atlas--
Ruth... Willowy, the human clock... Swell... Crazy... Jean Harlow
hair styles... "If Frank calls -- tell him I'm at a meeting"... "A place setting will be sufficient,"... "Will you rub my back?"

MARY ELLEN SEIFERD
Brielle, New Jersey

"Mar... Mary Lou"... Tennis Team... gets around in a teacup... "Oh, no!"... eats in airports
from one to five... President of the Athletic Assoc... calendar of T.P... "I've got to get out of here
--for a grapefruit... dances around the tennis court... Four Seasons...

PATRICIA LYNETTE SEIFERT
North Oaks, Minnesota

"Trish"... Mini-mod... Artistic... veiled in square sunglasses... "It's not fit to hang... Cleveland
Institute of Art... "I was born at the age two"... "Quit"... "Would a cup of tea do you any good?"... "Shut-up, Grace!
"There's something infiltrating the art room"... "Purple... sophisticated London Lady....

ANN THERESA SEITZ
Lawrenceburg, Indiana

"Muncl"... Sincere individual... S.O.S... "Do you have a match?"
"speedy... you know"... "full of promises, however"... Smiley... big blue eyes... never listens... Penn State... "Jim who?"
"I'm going to get married in June 1969 -- but I don't know to whom yet"

MARY LOU SHAHEEN
New York

Hand-talk... Rubble... little girl look... flick-rock... laugh... no sheets... tricks... "Really?"... "What do ya mean??"... "I dread that"

RITA ANN SHARP
Orlando, Florida

"Reef"... Modern Dance... needs no megaphone... "I don't believe it"... Student Guidance Committee... "Keep the noise down"... Carl
"good personality... water skiing... organizer... Riding... Oranges...
MARY ANN SHEEHY
Washington, D.C.

"Mar" • Irish • "Do I look thinner..." • Gleaming blue eyes • "I can't miss another Fedde class!" • Superstitious • Sun-bathing • Devilish (at times) • Tender • Social Worker • Sweet • Swimming...

Marilyn Spallino
Akron, Ohio

Go with United • "Well now, let's think this over." • Marlin • The face • speedy • little saint • Navy blue skirt • the Bruise • the count-down • Lauderdale, the Tiiki • Sebring • under the influence...

Michele James Stevens
East Hampton, New York

"Mitch" • History major • Mushrooms and ladybugs • Editor of "the paper" • Chairman of Breakthrough • Skin diving club • House committee member • Swimming teacher • Switchboard • Tigers • Great • Fresca • Princeton • Volkswagen • "I want my mommy" • Short Genius • Giraffes • Bill Cosby • Drama • Chemistry • House mother • supper • The last minute Kid • "I work well under pressure"

Susan Phillips Swartzbaugh
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

"Sue" • House Committee • "Quiet, girls" • Nursing student at Duke University in the Fall • "I'm gonna get-chu" • Modern Dance Mark-up • Artist • lover of few clothes • Siesta • Cheesemaker • Tennis • Literical Planning • Canadian Club • Stillmax • "Soft skin on Black Silk" • "More"...

Lenore Mary Thornton
Newton, Mass.

Lee • Tan Cutoffs and sweatshirt peak through her durable trench coat • Chairman of the House Committee • "You cool" • Tennis • Count on it • Student Council • "I am a big girl" • Horsebacking • "You're a baby and noone likes you" • Modern Dance • "Let's go fiddlin" • "Real good" • Baby talk • "Did I ever tell you how cute I was when I was a baby?"

Virginia Marie Weinstein
Wayne, New Jersey

"Gina" • "I stood upon a high place," • Vodka collins • "Ill Room" • AlmostGina • Bubber • "Oh I have so much to do!" • Dance • Dance • Dance • Full of love and life • George Washington University

VIRGINIA MARGARET SHINN
Spring Lake, New Jersey

"Ginny" • Long golden locks • Kindergarten teacher • Rainy stature • SEAM • Liquid huge brown eyes • Chairman of Social Committee • "Nice" • Two Toms • Soft and sweet as a mid-summer breeze...

Catherine Lucile Sullivan
Charlotte, North Carolina

"Slippy" • Liberal Arts Transfer • more schooling • Academic Climate Committee • Riding • Leadership • "Let's get dressed up!" • House Cleaner of Tomorrow • Cyntical • Sincere concern for others...

Christine Dorothy Stauffer
Arlington, Virginia

"Chris, Bone," • Liberal Arts terminal • Plans to travel over Europe • Choir • Breakthrough • S.O.S. • Modern Dance Club • Traumas • "You know I'm unstable" • Little Kid • Lump • 11:30 • "I need to Love" • Mustang Sally...

Lenore Mary Thornton
Newton, Mass.

Lee • Tan Cutoffs and sweatshirt peak through her durable trench coat • Chairman of the House Committee • "You cool" • Tennis • Count on it • Student Council • "I am a big girl" • Horsebacking • "You're a baby and noone likes you" • Modern Dance • "Let's go fiddlin" • "Real good" • Baby talk • "Did I ever tell you how cute I was when I was a baby?"

Christina Rutledge Whelan
Chatham, New Jersey

TINA • Leader of the Marymount Supremes • House Mother 'The' action of Delta-Gamma wing • Boca Raton is the home of Tina's Tarry • Crazy Kay • man-tailed shirts • Charles Chuckles • swimming star • fantastic dancer • Donald Duck • Merrymount Camp • Counselor • "Ready"?? "Go!", Everybody goes for Tina in a unanimous way...